IDIS RELEASE NOTES FOR
VERSION 7.1
CPD plans to release the following IDIS items to production as IDIS Version 7.1 the evening of Thursday,
February 27, 2003. They will be available for use on Friday morning, February 28, 2003.

1. DRAWDOWNS:
Problem: IDIS is allowing users to create draws for Program Income, State Revolving Funds, and Revolving
Loan funds that cause the maximum amount funded to the activity to be exceeded. As an example, if $50 of PI
has been receipted and $50 has been funded to the activity from EN, IDIS is allowing a draw for $50 from PI and
$50 from EN for a total draw of $100 when, in fact, the draw should not exceed the amount committed from the
EN source ($50). In addition, after the draw, the committed amount in the grant is changed but the “Activity
Total Funded” on the Maintain Activity Funding screen (C04MO04) is not changed.
Solution: Effective with Version 7.1, IDIS will display an error message and not process the draw request if the
draw amount requested from the funding source exceeds the “Available” amount to draw (the amount funded). In
addition, the MO04 screen will now display the correct “Activity Total Funded” amount.
Problem: Currently the user who approves a CDBG voucher line item on the Confirm Voucher Approval
(C04MD13) screen cannot indicate that the draw was to use Prior Year funds if the person who created the draw
request failed to indicate this on the original voucher request. Neither can users revise already completed CDBG
draws to reflect a prior year. In addition, when a voucher is revised, IDIS is not retaining the ID of the user
updating the voucher and when a voucher is canceled, IDIS is not saving the current date and time of the cancel
request.
Solution: Effective with Version 7.1, the following IDIS screens have been modified to allow the entry of a Prior
Year flag for CDBG activities (this change does not affect any other program):
MD13 Confirm Voucher Approval. If the date the user is approving a draw request for an activity is
between 10 days before and the first 90 days after the start of the grantee’s next program year, IDIS will
display a “Y” in the Prior Year field only if the original requestor entered it. The approver can change a
“Y” to spaces or spaces to “Y.” For CDBG draws outside this 100-day window, the Prior Year field is
protected.
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Figure 1: Confirm Voucher Approval screen with Prior Year Prompt

Revise Drawdown MD52: The Prior Year = Y flag on CDBG draws with a status of Open or Complete
can be changed at any time to spaces. The Prior Year = spaces flag on draws with a status of Open can
only be changed to “Y” if the Creation Date is between 10 days before and the first 90 days after the start
of the grantee’s next program year. The Prior Year = spaces flag on draws with a status of Complete, can
only be changed to “Y” if the “LOCCS Send Date” was within the first 90 days of the grantee’s program
year. Note: when you revise the Prior Year Flag status in conjunction with revising the Activity Number
and/or Drawdown Amount, IDIS will generate a new line item and mark the original line item as
“Revised.” If you revise only the Prior Year Flag status, IDIS will not generate a new line item.

Figure 2: Revise Drawdown screen with Prior Year Prompt

Effective with Version 7.1, when a voucher is revised IDIS will retain the ID of the user updating the voucher and
when a voucher is canceled, IDIS will save the current date and time of the cancel request.
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2. ACTIVITY FUNDING:
Problem: When an activity funding source is over-committed, the Activity Funding (C04MO04) screen shows
the amount available to fund as a negative amount, which is correct. The Activity Funding (C04MO05) screen
also shows the amount of available funding as a negative amount. However, if the user attempts to change any of
the funding amounts on screen C04MO05, two errors occur: First, the user is allowed to increase funding even
though funds are not available. Second, the “Available to Fund” amount is updated as though it were a positive
amount, and the new amount available to fund is displayed as a positive amount.
Solution: Effective with Version 7.1, if a user tries to fund an activity with a negative “Amount Available,” IDIS
will display an error message.

Figure 3: Maintain Activity Funding screen with Negative Amount Available to Fund

3. REPORTS:
Problem: The Summary of Accomplishments (PR23) Report is not including all matrix codes with
disbursements in the program year requested, all accomplishment types for these activities, some of its
calculations are incorrect, and the column labels for the report sections are not clear as to the data source.
Solution: Effective with Version 7.1, the following changes and additions have been made to this report:
•

The name of the first report section has been changed from “CDBG Expenditures by Eligibility
Category” to “Count of CDBG Activities with Disbursements by Activity Group and Matrix Code.”
Within this section, we added a “Planning/Administrative” category that includes matrix codes 19A,
19B, 20 and all 21 series.

•

The name of the second report section has been changed from “CDBG Accomplishments by Eligibility
Category” to “CDBG Sum of Actual Accomplishments from the C04MA04 Screen by Activity Group and
Accomplishment Type.

•

In the third report section, “CDBG Beneficiaries by Racial/Ethnic Category,” we verified that the counts
are correct.
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•

In the fourth report section, “CDBG Beneficiaries by Income Category,” we added percent ranges (i.e.,
Mod >50% and <=80%) to the labels in the section. We now include all accomplishment types reported
by the grantee and include beneficiary information for all direct benefit activities. We changed the label
on the “Low-Mod” column to “Total Low-Mod” and calculate the column “Mod” by subtracting
“Extremely Low” and “Low” from “Total Low-Mod.” We moved the column “Mod” to the immediate
right of the column “Low,” changed the label on the “High-Mod” column to “Non Low-Mod” and
corrected its calculation, and corrected the calculation of the “Total” column.

Also effective with Version 7.1, the following reports have been standardized to report on the same data:
CDBG Activity Summary Report, PR03
Summary of Accomplishments, PR23
CDBG Financial Summary, PR26
Appendix E of the IDIS Reference Manual has been updated to reflect these changes.
Problem: The CDBG Financial Summary (PR26) Report fails to include non-housing Low/Mod activities
occurring in a NRSA or CDFI on Line 19, “Disbursed for Other Low/Mod Activities.”
The report needs to generate a complete “Line 17 Detail” list of activities with a low/mod housing (LMH)
national objective and identified as being located in a CDFI or NRSA.
The report should include negative draws on Line 6, Returns, only if recorded in the same year received.
The report should use the same population of activities for a grantee for the same program year as the CDBG
Activity Summary (PR03) report.
Solution: Effective with Version 7.1, the report has been modified to reflect the above requests. Appendix E of
the IDIS Reference Manual has been updated to reflect these changes.
Problem: The Drawdown Report by Project and Activity (PR05) and Drawdown Report by Voucher Number
(PR07) do not indicate which CDBG voucher line items were attributed to a prior year.
Solution: Effective with Version 7.1, the above reports have a new “P/Y” column. If a “Y” appears in the
column, the line item of the voucher was attributed to a prior year; if the column is blank, the voucher applied to
the current year. Appendix E of the IDIS Reference Manual has been updated to reflect these changes.
Problem: The Report Status (C04MU16) screen serves two purposes: it lets users view the status of report(s)
they have requested; and it lets users download a “Ready” report from the mainframe computer to a server where
they can download it to their PC. There are problems with both aspects. Currently, when a user requests (runs) a
report, IDIS will display a status of “Not Ready” while the report is processing and “Ready” when the report
finishes processing (whether it ran successfully or not). There is currently no status for reports that fail to run
successfully and need to be resubmitted.
In addition, when a user enters a “D” to download a report, the initial status of “Wait” changes to “Ready” when
the user presses Enter, even though the report may not have been moved to the report server from the mainframe.
Solution: Effective with Version 7.1, if a submitted report does not complete properly and needs to be
resubmitted, IDIS will display a status of “Rerun” on the MU16 screen. In addition, when a user enters a “D” to
download a report, IDIS will display a status of “Downloading” while the report is being downloaded.
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Figure 4: Report Status Screen Showing Download in Progress

When the download from the mainframe is complete, IDIS will display one of two statuses:
“On Server”

for Web390 users

“On Mainframe”

for HUD HQ and field office personnel who directly access IDIS

Figure 5: Report Status Screen Showing Report Moved to Server

4. SUBFUNDS/SUBGRANTS:
Problem: The Max Cap for CHDO Subfunds may be incorrect. A one-time program fix in the Spring of 2002
failed to reset all existing CHDO Operating subfunds to a maximum cap of 5%.
Solution: Concurrent with Version 7.1 release, CPD will run a one-time program that will identify subfunds in
violation and reset them to the 5% cap.
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Problem: Grantees are unable to create a new AD or SU subgrant if the recipient is both a CHDO and Other
Entity in IDIS. Version 6.5.2 removed the requirement to have a grantee answer whether a subgrant recipient was
a CHDO or Other Entity on the Create Subgrant (C04MG01) screen and makes the determination based on the
UOG code and fund type entered. The logic still doesn’t work when the recipient receives both CHDO and Other
Entity funds; grantees are unable to create new AD and SU subgrants for these recipients.
Solution: Effective with Version 7.1, IDIS now properly determines whether the entity is receiving the subgrant
as a CHDO or Other Entity. Grantees can again create AD and SU subgrants.

5. UTILITIES/EDI:
Problem: On the Program Year Start and End Dates (MU57) screen, if a user presses <F9> after entering a year,
the “Start Date” field becomes active. This field should be protected from change, the same as if the user pressed
<Enter>.
Solution: Effective with Version 7.1, if a user presses <F9> after entering a year, IDIS display a message to
“Press the Enter Key to Retrieve Date Information before Saving.”
Problem: The Multi-Address Flag on EDI record type I-19 is passing the wrong value to IDIS for Multi-Address
HOME activities. The correct values are “Y” for multi-address housing and “N” for a single address. Currently,
the system is passing “M” for multi-address and “N” for single address.
Solution: Effective with Version 7.1, record type I-19 will save a “Y” for multi-address housing and “N” for a
single address.
Problem: Effective with Version 7.0, IDIS displays a CDBG Displacement Balance Resolution (MC07) screen
when counts on the CDBG Displacement (MC03) screens do not balance across all racial categories. The
corresponding edits were not added to EDI record type I14 (CDBG Area Displacement) at that time.
Solution: Effective with Version 7.1, we have added four edits for record type I 14 data that were already built
into the MC03/MC07 CDBG Displacement screens for on-line users this past December with releases 7.0 and
7.0.1. The new EDI edits are:
The value of “Relocated To” for a race for a displacement record must never exceed the sum of
“Displaced From” for the same race for all other displacement records of the activity. (Households are
only displaced from tracts. You must have at least two displacement records for an activity for there to
be any “Relocated To” since those who are displaced but don't go to another tract/city would be reported
as “Remaining In” on the same record that they are reported as “Displaced From.” So, if you have three
displacement records for an activity, the value of “Relocated To” for one of the records for a race must
never exceed the sum of “displaced from” for the other two displacement records for that race.)
Likewise, the value of “Relocated to Hispanic” for a race for a displacement record must never exceed
the sum of “Displaced From” for the same race for all other displacement records of the activity.
The sum of “Remaining In” + “Relocated to” for a race for all displacement records of an activity must
equal the sum of “Displaced From” for that same race across all of the activity's displacement records.
The sum of “Remaining In Hispanic” + “Relocated to Hispanic” for a race for all displacement records of
an activity must equal the sum of “Displaced From” for that same race across all of the activity's
displacement records.
For an activity, the sum of “Remaining In” across all race categories and all displacement records of the
activity must not be greater than the sum of “Displaced From” across all race categories and all of the
activity's displacement records. Likewise, for an activity the sum of “Remaining In Hispanic” across all
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race categories and all displacement records of the activity must not be greater than the sum of
“Displaced From” across all race categories and all of the activity's displacement records.
Record Type I 14 data that fail any of these edits will not be saved to the database nor will they update existing
records already saved in IDIS.
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